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1. INTRODUCTION 
In formulating and solving boundary-value problems associated with the 
diffraction of time-harmonic waves it has become customary to use the 
Sommerfeld radiation conditions [l]. Such conditions are satisfactory from a 
mathematical standpoint in that they lead to boundary-value problems having 
unique solutions. Usually the formulation of radiation conditions is based on 
physical arguments, often far from convincing ones as pointed out by 
Wilcox [3] in his paper where he provides a more mathematically satisfying 
and physically evident foundation for the use of Sommerfeld’s conditions in 
problems concerned specifically with wave propagation. However, any 
reliance on physical arguments in approaching what is in fact a purely 
mathematical problem (i.e, the solution of elliptic boundary-value problems 
in strictly unbounded domains) is, at least from a mathematical point of view, 
unsatisfactory. In this paper we show that radiation conditions can arise 
naturally (i.e., in an entirely mathematical way) from a certain approach to the 
solution of boundary-value problems in unbounded domains. When con- 
sidering those methods of solution which rely upon the use of Green’s 
identity it is natural to enquire what conditions (if any), in addition to those 
provided in the original statement of the problem, are necessary in order that 
this identity should be available in its usual form. This leads us to a considera- 
tion of certain classes of functions denoted below by Fa,* . We show that the 
elements of F,,, satisfy an associated radiation condition, and that Green’s 
identity is indeed available for pairs of such elements. We also establish 
conditions under which F,,, contains a fundamental solution of the Helmholtz 
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equation, and note that different fundamental solutions correspond to differ- 
ent radiation conditions. Finally we give an example of how our work, with no 
recourse to physical arguments, yields as special cases when applied to 
problems associated with the Helmholtz equation in R”, the familiar Sommer- 
feld radiation conditions which correspond physically to incoming and out- 
going waves. 
2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
Let G be an exterior domain in R”, n 2 3 (i.e., the exterior of an open, 
bounded set in Rn) which is such that the origin of coordinates is not con- 
tained in G = G v aG; where aG denotes the closed boundary surface of G. 
We shall consider the following Dirichlet problem: 
Au + k% = f in G (k real), 
u =g on aG, 
where f and g are prescribed, sufficiently smooth functions. We shall look for 
solutions u of this problem which behave near infinity like powers of Y = 1 x / ; 
specifically, we shall assume that for some real OL, 
u EF,(G) = {u E F(G) n C’(e) : u = O(ror) as r + co>. 
Let R be a sufficiently large real number so that the ball B, of radius A and 
center the origin contains aG. Writing GR = G n B, and applying Green’s 
second identity on G, to u, v cF,(G) we obtain 
I,, (udv - VAU) dx = s,, (u ; - v 2) dS + s,, 
R 
(u ; - v i$j dS, 
where a/an denotes differentiation in the direction of the outward normal to 
aG. Letting R ---f co we have, formally, 
For bounded G the second term on the right-hand side is not present and the 
resulting identity is used (with v a suitable Green’s function) to provide a 
representation of the required solution u in terms of its prescribed data. It is 
natural to try to develop a similar situation for the case when G is an exterior 
domain. To do this we would require 
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for u, u EFJG); that is we would require 
This condition will certainly not be satisfied for all functions u, ZI EFJG) 
for any 01. Consequently, we shall confine our attention to a smaller class of 
functions S (IF,(G) which has the properties: 
(a) u(&I/&) - w(&/&) = o(Y~-~) as r + CO, for all u, ZI E S, and 
(b) there exists w E S, depending only on Y, such that PW is bounded and 
bounded away from zero in a neighbourhood of infinity. 
The condition (b) is included to ensure that S is sufficiently large to contain 
functions which decay as slowly as the function rm R cF,(G). 
Let O(r) = raw(v), where w is that element of S described in condition (b). 
consequently, 
%W au W) @r) u--ww-=u--~- 9(r) au 
ar & ru p+l ---9 Ye Pr 
and in order that u shall satisfy condition (a) and so be an element of S we 
must have 
(9 Y~~~-~u = o(+‘~) as Y - CO, and 
(ii) r-“[(au/&) - (F/O) U] = O(rl-n) as r-+ co. 
Requirement (i) implies that for all u E S, u = o(Fn+*) as Y + cc whence, 
since w E S we must have 01 > 4 (n - 2). Requirement (ii) implies that 
(&A/&) - (O’jS) u = o(~l-~+) as r -+ co. This suggests that we redefine S, 
setting, for 01 > 4 (n - 2) 
That S, in both cases, contains the same functions can be seen by noticing 
that for any u, v EF~,@(G) we have 
=o(rl-n) 
and further, since we must have w EF&G), 
a~ 8’ 8’ ae _- 
ar 
--w=--- 
e P p+l 
- ; ; = 0(,-a-l) = O(yl--n+a) 
since 01 > * (n - 2). 
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Consequently, for all functions u and ZJ in the same class F,,,(G) Green’s 
second formula is available in its usual form and the extra condition that we 
have imposed on a function u, in order that it should belong not only to 
F,(G) but also to F,,,(G), namely, 
au -- 
ar 
g u = o(yl-n+a) as Y--f ccl, 
we shall refer to as the radiation condition associated with F,,,(G). 
Before returning to the question of boundary-value problems in exterior 
domains we first establish a lemma concerned with the identification of 
elements of F, the class of all such function classes F,,,(G). 
LEMMA 2.1. If there exists 
G) * = ToL EF,,o(G) nFa,,(G), 
where X is bounded and bounded away from zero near injkity, then 
F,,,(G) = F&3 
Proof. Since 
i ax ii 8' A ---- ---= 
ra ar p+l e re opn+y 
and 
i ah d +I A --_- ---_ 
ya ar p+l * ?-a 
- op-n+y 
it follows that 
8’ *’ ---= 
e 3, O(+-n+2=). 
Let u EF&G), then 
au *f au 8' -- ar y=~--u+ 7-7 11 e ( 
8' *f 
) 
= opn+q + O(rl--n+y *O(r-a) 
= O(Yl-n+a). 
Therefore u E F&G), and since ?I is an arbitrary element ofF,,,(G) the lemma 
is complete. 
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3. CONCERNING FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS 
We recall that in order to make full use of Green’s formula as a means of 
approaching the solution of boundary-value problems we require a funda- 
mental solution of the given partial differential equation. We shall now 
establish conditions under which a class F,,,(G) should contain a fundamental 
solution for the operator A + k2 of the form w(x) = X(r),@ where Y =: ~ x ’ . 
[We remark that the radiation condition satisfied by W(X) will also be satis- 
fied by w(x - y) considered as a function of x for any fixed y 6 R”.] 
THEOREM 3.1. The element w EF,,~(G) defined by w(x) --- x(r)/ru can be a 
fundamental solution of A + k2 in R” if and only if a =-~ f (n -- 1). 
Proof. Let W(X) = X(r)/r” be defined and twice continuously differentiable 
for all Y f 0. Further, assume that A(r) is bounded and bounded away from 
zero in a neighborhood of infinity. We examine the possibility that such a 
function which is clearly in F,.,(G) is a fundamental solution of A + k2, that is, 
(i) (A $- k2) w = 0 for Y # 0, and 
(ii) lim r-10 r"-2w(x) = c # 0. 
From (i) we obtain the equation 
f k2w = 0 
which has the solution 
w = r-“{AH$)(kr) + BH$‘(kr)J, Q = 4 (n - 2), 
where A and B are constants and H, , (‘) Hh2) are Hankel functions of the first 
and second kind, respectively. It is well known that as r + 00, 
H;‘(z) = ($1’ ei(z-+qn--tn)(l f O(z-l)), - T < arg .a < OTT, (3.1) 
H:)(z) = (&I’ e-i(z-+Q+*v)(l + O(z-I)), - 27~ < arg z < vr. (3.2) 
Hence X(Y) = O(P-~(+~)-+ ) and is bounded and bounded away from zero in a 
neighborhood of infinity if and only if 01 = + (n - 1). 
It is also known that for i = 1. 2 
r*H:‘(r) - C # 0 as I --+ 0. 
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Consequently w N r-(n-2) as r + 0 provided A # B. Hence w is a funda- 
mental solution of A + K2 as required, and as such belongs to F,,,(G), where 
01 = + (n - 1). This completes the theorem. [The same arguments hold if we 
replace w(r) by w(P, Q) = w(R), w h ere R is the distance between points 
P, Q, G.1 
As an example consider the case when n = 3 and therefore OT = 1. The 
fundamental solution w takes the particular form 
W(x) = X(r) = Aeikr + Be-ikr . 
r Y 
In order that X, which is bounded, should be bounded away from zero in a 
neighborhood of infinity we require that 1 A/B 1 # 1, for otherwise, setting 
A/B = - ei6 we have 
provided 
X(r) = B [e-i,, + $ ,ikr] = 0 
A e-2ikr = _ _ = ,id 
B ’ 
that is, provided 
r = - a + nn-, n = 1, 2,... . 
Hence, whenever 1 A/B j # 1 the fundamental solution w EF,,,(G) and 
consequently satisfies the radiation condition 
a20 
ar 
G w = o(r-l). 
For the special cases arising when we set either A = 1, B = 0 or A = 0, 
B = 1 we obtain the fundamental solutions 
wl(x) = h,(r) EF,,,JG), 
w2(x) = hii EF~,~&G), 
h,(r) = eikr, 
r 
h,(r) = eeikr, 
which satisfy, respectively, the radiation conditions 
awl -- 
ar ikw, = o(r-l), 
2 + ikw, = o(r-l), 
the familiar Sommerfeld radiation conditions. 
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If A/B = 1 we cannot expect w to belong to any class F,,,(G). For example 
if A = B = 4 then W(X) = ( cos kr)/r and the requirement 
aw 6’ k sin kr cos kr 19’ cos kr 
2Y 
-w=- 
e 7 r2 
- -- ~ _ @l) 
0 Y 
implies that 0 must satisfy 
Bksinkr+&coskr=o(l) 
which is not possible for any function 0 bounded away from zero in a neigh- 
borhood of infinity. 
4. EXTERIOR BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS 
As a consequence of the above discussion we see that while there may be 
infinitely many fundamental solutions associated with a given partial dif- 
ferential operator they do not all satisfy the same radiation conditions. This 
fact provides a convenient method of not only distinguishing between funda- 
mental solutions but also of making the most appropriate choice of funda- 
mental solution for a given boundary-value problem. Despite this observation 
the availability of so many fundamental solutions must arouse some curiosity 
regarding the uniqueness of solutions of boundary-value problems. However, 
as we shall demonstrate for boundary-value problems associated with 
the Helmholtz operator, a uniqueness theorem is available which, as 
might be anticipated, contains as a special case the familiar results associated 
with the Sommerfeld radiation conditions. 
A function u E P(G) which satisfies (d + k2) u = 0, k real, will be called 
a metaharmonic function. For such functions we have the following repre- 
sentation: 
LEMMA 4.1. If u EF,,,(G) is metaharmonic where U: = $ (TZ - 1) and if 
w(x, y) =- A(1 x - y 1)/y” then 
Proof. This follows immediately from the availability of Green’s second 
formula for the functions u and w with the latter suitably normalized. 
Denoting by (Y, 0) = (Y, 8, , 8, ,..., 0,-r) spherical polar coordinates in R” 
we have the following alternative representation of metaharmonic functions 
(see [2, p. 3081). 
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THEOREM 4.2. If u is a metaharmonic function in the domain a < r < b 
it can be expanded in a series of the form 
u(r, 19) = f r-P{II~j(kr) Yj’(O I n) + II,$(kr) Yi’(0 1 n)}, 4 = 4 (n - 21, 
j=O (4.1) 
where Yj’(b 1 n) and Yj”(e 1 n) are hypersphericalfunctions of f3 independent of r. 
The series is absolutely and uniformly convergent in any domain of the form 
a < a’ < r < b’ < b. In addition it may be d@rentiated termwise any number 
of times. 
Some consequences of this representation theorem and in particular the 
form of the series (4.1) when b = co are given in the following theorem and 
its corollaries. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let 01 = + (n - l), q = 8 (n - 2) and let 
X(r) = r+(AH~)(kr) + BIIp)(kr)}, 
where A and B are constants not both zero and such that 1 A/B 1 # 1. Then the 
class F,,,(G) contains metaharmonic functions which can be expanded in the form 
u(r, e) = f r--(I 
j=O 
/@$(kr) + z II,$(kr)\ Yj’(f? 1 n) 
= go r-’ II& + $ @$(kr)\ YF(b / n), 
and as such satisfy the radiation condition 
a24 xl --- 
ar h 
u = ,(,-tM) ) as r+ co. 
The series are absolutely and uniformly convergent in any domain of the form 
a < a’ < Y < b’ < CO and can be differentiated termwise any number of times. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 4.2 it is sufficient to establish conditions which 
ensure that u(r, 0) given by (4.1) belongs to F,,,(G). Writing (4.1) in the form 
u(r, 19) = uj(r, ~9), 
j=O 
(4.2) 
we find, on using the asymptotic formulas (3.1) and (3.2) that 
uj(r, e) = O(r--Q--i) = O(r--f(+-l)), j = 0, 1, 2 ,... . (4.3) 
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Further, on using the recurrence relation 
g fp(Y) = fQl(Y) - p f@‘(r), i- 1,2 
together with the formulas (3.1) and (3.2) we obtain after a rather lengthy 
but straightforward calculation 
+ y;‘((j 1 n) I- + - ; - i/,j y-q-te-ikr{ 1 + O(y-l)}. 
The right-hand side will be O(Y-f@-l)), as required, provided 
Yj’(6’ / n) I$ - ik/ eik* + Yi’(e / n) 1% A z’k/ eeiR” = o(l). (4.4) 
From the definition of A we obtain, by a similar argument, 
A’ - = ik 
h (4.5) 
Substituting (4.5) into (4.4) we see that we must have 
Yj’( 0 1 n) B - Y;‘(e 1 n) A = 0, j --= 0, 1, 2,... (4.6) 
in order that u given by (4.1) should belong to F,,,(G). But then (4.1) must 
reduce to one of the forms given in the statement of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 4.4. If a = 4 (n - l), q = & (n - 2) and Al(y) = r+H;l)(k,)~ 
then metaharmonic functions u in F,,,JG) have the representation 
U(Y, 0) = f r-‘H$))(kr) Yj’(6’ n) 
j=O 
and satisfy the radiation condition 
au A,' 
ar )I~ 
u = O(r-t(n-l)) as Y-F cc. 
COROLLARY 4.5. If a = 4 (n - I), q = i$ (n - 2) and X,(Y) = r*Hh2)(kr) 
then metaharmonic functions u in F&G) have the representation 
U(Y, 0) = f r-‘W~~j(kr) Y;‘(e I n) 
j=O 
409/39/z-12 
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and satisfy the radiation condition 
au A,’ --- 
ar A, 
u = o(v-$cn-l) ) as r+ 00. 
COROLLARY 4.6. 
feld condition 
Metaharmonic functions u in F,,JG) satisfy the Sommer- 
au 
ar 
ihu = o(r-t(n-l)) us 9.3 00. 
COROLLARY 4.7. 
feld condition 
Metaharmonic functions u in F,,,z(G> sutisfy the Sommer- 
2 + ihu = o(r-l(fi-1)) a r-+ co. 
Corollaries 4.4 and 4.5 are immediate from the theorem. To obtain Corol- 
lary 4.6 we note that if u EF,,,~(G) then 
au -- 
ar ihu-g--$u+[+$-ih]u 
and the right-hand side is o(Y-~+~)) as Y -+ MI provided 
[F - ik] u = o(r-t(+l)) as r 3 00, 
that is, provided 
- - 2% = O(l) 
4 
as Y-+cc 
which is a consequence of formula (4.5) with B = 0. The proof of Corollary 
4.7 is similar. 
We can now establish the following uniqueness theorem. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let u be metaharmonic in G and belong to the class F,,,(G) 
where a=&(n- 1) and 
h(r) = r+{AHp(hr) + BHJ2)(hr)}, 4 = 6 (n - 2), 
A and B being constants not both zero such that ( A/B 1 f 1. If u satisfies the 
boundary conditions 
u=O on aG,, 
au 
an= 0 on a(%-, 
whereaG=aG,uaG,,aG,ni?G,=ia,thenu=OinG. 
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Proof. If u belongs to F,,,(G) it is easy to show that its complex conjugate 
tl belongs to F.&G). Applying Green’s second formula over the domain G, 
to the solution u of the above mixed boundary-value problem and its complex 
conjugate U we obtain (noting that u satisfies the same boundary conditions 
as u), 
\u!!-&(&y..: 0 
ac, ! & 6Y \ 
(4.7) 
Moreover, by Theorem 4.3, assuming, say, that il += 0 
where 
U(Y, e) = -f f&Y) I’j’(e n), (4.8) 
j=O 
Substituting (4.8) into (4.7) and making use of the orthogonality of the hyper- 
spherical functions Y,‘(S 1 n) we obtain 
ff { fj(Kr) fi’(kY) - fj’(kY) fj(kY)} J,, Yj'(S j TZ) I’?‘(@ / a) dS = 0. (4.9) 
R 
However, on using the identity 
we find that 
fj(kY) fj’(kr) - fj’(kr) fj(kY) = 4 R-c’-1’. 
Hence (4.9) implies 
jfo i,, y,‘(e 1 n) Yj’(e 1 n) dS == 0 
which in turn implies 
Yj’(e 1 n) = 0, 
Therefore u = 0 in G. 
j = 0, 1) 2,. . . . 
Remark. The uniqueness of solutions under either of the Sommerfeld 
conditions is an immediate consequence of this theorem and the corollaries of 
Theorem 4.3. 
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